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S Mr.:G..A. Reed November 19, 1980

NRC AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM QUESTIONS 

Mr. Trammell called on November 18, 1980, with a 
request for answers on several auxiliary'feedwater system 
questions. Please have someone review these-questions and
conta

- -

ct me so that we may respond to the NRC." - 7• •ce 

1. What are the power supplies to MOVs 4001 and 40.0'-',, 
"Can.these valves be moved remotely or manually on 
a total loss of AC? Can the output of the turbine $. , qj 
driven aux. feedwater pumps-be controlled from the 
control room by means other than the throttling 
MOVs? 

2.- What-is the capacity of the motor ariven auxiliary

3.

ieedwater~ p9uUn, U5s or .LVUZ, for one~ Lunit or bothr1 

Is the modification for bearing cooling of the ( 2 %i v% 
turbine driven pumps on total loss of AC installed2i Tos 
Could the turbine driven pump operate for two hours ?4o - c-^e
without cooling? .) *,you- erc•S

"4..'.' The modified bearing coolers will use pressure- .-- jr.1ni 
regulating valves off. the fire main system. Will 
these valves be dependant on any.electrical power? - no 
What kind of valves will they be? -- 5ce. •.•,,' ce 

5. Can the diesel driven fire pump be manipulated'or 
shutoff from the control room? - %w- . 1ý ,-1 • 4• 

"P = -.V . c-,,,.6Th 4 
The NRC expects a quick turn around on these questions.  

I am a little tired of their repetitive "quickie" telephone 
r'urveys and would prefer-to handle "this inquiry by means of a 
memo to plant format instead of calling your staff with bother
some telephone calls; Obviously some of-these questions are 
answerable using only-NES resources; however, as you are aware, 
we prefer to check with you and your Staff on any information 
we provide.to the NRC.  

As indicated, I do not think a written response by 
your Staff is necessary.-I will gladly take or" confirm res
ponses over the phone and then relay the responses to the NRC. k/

C. W. Krause 

D. K. Porter

/pak

Approved
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